2018 Instructional Material Summer Review Institute
Grade K-12: Art Instructional Material

Review Team Appraisal of Title – K-12 Science Education
This information is provided for local school boards and governing authorities of charter schools to consider in their
selection process to meet the needs of their student population.
Text Title:
Course:
SE ISBN:
SW ISBN:

Silver Burdette Interactive Music Grade K
Music
9781418263867

Publisher:
Grade Level:
TE ISBN:

Pearson Education, Inc.
K
9781418263867

SECTION 1 – NM Content Standards, Benchmarks and Performance Standards
Reviewer # and Section 1 Total: #61 TOTAL 95
#62 TOTAL 93
#63 TOTAL 98
Average Score: 95.3
Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 1:
Interactive Music-GK- is very comprehensive in scope, taking students from the basics of music, and using all learning styles
auditory, tactile and visual. Lesson plans are designed to build on previous acquired skills. Lessons have a continuous process
of review, reflection and extension. There are many opportunities for students to learn about music and music culture
around the world and across history.
Musical ideas, music concepts, and music contrasts are part of the curriculum. Students are able to explore their own
personal ideas in the activities. The connection to other arts disciplines-dance, theater, media arts, and visual arts-is found
throughout.
Many activities allow for feedback from teachers and peers, and provide time for the process of self-reflection.

Reviewer # and Section 2 Total:
Average Score: 87.51

SECTION 2 Publisher’s Criteria
#61 TOTAL 88.89 #62 TOTAL 88.46

#63 TOTAL 85.19

Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 2: Materials address using the five arts disciplines moving
students through music language, movement, rhythm, and beginning musical notation. There is a good focus on learning
progression. Curriculum is grade appropriate and materials include teacher guidance for use of technology. Activities
provide a variety of global and cultural perspectives. However, it focuses on Mexican culture as representative of New
Mexico. The importance of Native American culture in New Mexico is severely lacking.
Though different learning styles were addressed, differentiation for the ESL, ELL, and students with disabilities is not
adequately addressed.
Formative assessment is emphasized.
Reviewer Comments
Reviewer #: 61 Reviewer Background: MA in Special Ed and BFA Fine Arts-Studio. Level 3 Dual license- Regular and
Special Education with endorsements in Art, Language arts, Social Studies and Family Science. 25 years teaching experience
in Colorado, Texas and New Mexico. Exemplary rating by the state of New Mexico.
Comments:

Reviewer #: 62 Reviewer Background: License K-12 Music Education. 21 years experience. PLC Team Leader. Cocurriculum writer for K-12 Music for Rio Rancho Schools.
Comments: Overall this is a very good kindergarten series. Nearly all of the lessons demonstrated high level thinking at all
different disciplines. The interactive games were fun and useful in reinforcing important skills within each lesson. The
graphics were great and the use of technology was present throughout.
Reviewer #: 63 Reviewer Background: I am a licensed level 3 teacher with 16 years of experience which began with
Language Arts and I have an extensive background with bookstores.
Comments:

2018 Instructional Material Summer Review Institute
Grade K-12: Art Instructional Material

Review Team Appraisal of Title – K-12 Science Education
This information is provided for local school boards and governing authorities of charter schools to consider in their
selection process to meet the needs of their student population.
Text Title:
Course:
SE ISBN:
SW ISBN:

Silver Burdette Interactive Music Grade 1
Music
9781418263874

Publisher:
Grade Level:
TE ISBN:

Pearson Education, Inc.
1
9781418263874

SECTION 1 – NM Content Standards, Benchmarks and Performance Standards
Reviewer # and Section 1 Total: #50 TOTAL 93%
#51 TOTAL 93%
#49 TOTAL 90%
Average Score: 92.33%
Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 1:
Reviewer Team believes that the Pearson Music Curriculum meets the Content Standards. There is a search option in which
one can navigate online components. There are interactive activity packets with printable materials. Teacher Notes were
included in lessons with audio options and interactive learning and presentation options.

Reviewer # and Section 2 Total:
Average Score: 88.46%

SECTION 2 Publisher’s Criteria
#50 TOTAL 88.46%
#51 TOTAL 88.46%

#49 TOTAL 88.46%

Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 2:
Reviewer Team saw the materials integrate technology in ways that engage students, are teacher friendly and support
student learning. There are songs from several different cultures.

Reviewer Comments
Reviewer #: 50 Reviewer Background: I am currently a public school teacher in her 24th year. I have taught Art along with
multiple grade level classrooms, an Instructional Coach for 7 years (supported adopting the current reading curriculum in
the State), and a National Board Certified Teacher in Literacy/Reading/Language Arts Early/Middle Childhood
Comments: Thank you for this opportunity to review and evaluate this curriculum. Navigating the Curriculum online was
teacher-friendly, although, I felt at times, that I had to dig deeper into other areas of the “lesson” to find the
standards/occurrences. I did not find connections to New Mexico, rather to Mexico and other cultures that are also
important. If I am going to teach specific to my own state, I’d like to have access to the material and not have to go
searching for it elsewhere. (at least at this grade level-grade 1). National Standards were not listed anywhere that I could
see. I’d like to have those connected to these lessons for my own lesson planning. I appreciated the visuals and the links to
white board activities. I do feel that the ELL strategies were not explicit and need to be more geared to our ELLs. Hands-on,
manipulatives, etc. will be better suited for ELL students to gain a true understanding of the vocabulary or tasks at hand.
The music was good and easy to navigate.
Reviewer #: 51 Reviewer Background: I am currently a Music and Art teacher at a public elementary school. I have been
an educator for over 20 years and is a National Board Certified Teacher in Early/Middle Childhood Art.

Comments: Thank you for this opportunity to review and evaluate this curriculum. Activity packet and lessons were
provided in easily navigable format. The songs were mostly recognizable, easily sung and performed for this grade level.
The interactive activities provided engaging format for students, however, I feel there could be more scaffolding and
support for the various needs for ELL students and students with other learning styles. In addition, I would like to see New
Mexico standards and culture, specifically recognized with lessons that apply to the state.
Reviewer #: 49 Reviewer Background: I am currently an elementary performing arts teacher in my 14th year of teaching.
I am certified for Orff Level1 and have a BFA in theatre and dance.
Comments: Thank you for this opportunity to review and evaluate this curriculum. I noticed that there was not a lot of
higher level thinking strategies included in this grade level. Not many opportunities for student creativity. The Orff I
observed (teacher notes) were not a true representation of Orff pedagogy. There were a lot of teacher
notes/guides/assessments.

2018 Instructional Material Summer Review Institute
Grade K-12: Art Instructional Material

Review Team Appraisal of Title – K-12 Science Education
This information is provided for local school boards and governing authorities of charter schools to consider in their
selection process to meet the needs of their student population.
Text Title:
Course:
SE ISBN:
SW ISBN:

Silver Burdette Interactive Music Grade 2
Music
9781418263881

Publisher:
Grade Level:
TE ISBN:

Pearson Education, Inc.
2
9781418263881

SECTION 1 – NM Content Standards, Benchmarks and Performance Standards
Reviewer # and Section 1 Total: #58 TOTAL93
# 59 TOTAL 80
# 60 TOTAL 90
Average Score: 88
Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 1:
Lessons focus on student interaction and demonstrating proficiency of content standards. Music is often predetermined and
may not reflect student interests. Students learn to evaluate music and perform using various songs both student created
and teacher assigned.

Reviewer # and Section 2 Total:
Average Score: 92

SECTION 2 Publisher’s Criteria
# 58 TOTAL88
# 59 TOTAL96
# 60 TOTAL 92

Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 2:
Lessons use technology to help engage students in various interactive ways. The content provides opportunities for students
to apply skills across other content areas. The students could benefit from being reminded to revisit their previous learning
when new information is presented. Teachers could benefit from specific ELL strategies that are labeled as ELL strategies in
order to provide better support for ELL learners.

Reviewer Comments
Reviewer #: 58 Reviewer Background: I am a k-8 teacher in Cochiti, New Mexico located on the Cochiti Pueblo. I have
been teaching for over seven years and enjoy aligning the new standards with the curriculums I teach. I also have a masters
of art in special education and enjoy coming up with hands-on activities that are tailored to the fine arts curriculum as well
as the needs of each individual students.
Comments: I enjoyed listening and hearing the audio tracks and interactive portions of this material. I thought that the
material should be more user friendly as it was hard to find citations using the online program. This material overall has a
good variety of music, and exposes students to the music standards at all different levels. The material does a good job
tailoring its content to the needs of all students, including those with special needs, English language learners and more
advanced students. There is a wide variety of cultural music and perspectives throughout, which would provide exposure to
many different cultures and enhance student learning. If the teacher familiarizes herself with the program extensively, this
would be a good program for a second grade music classroom.
Reviewer #: 59 Reviewer Background: I am an elementary teacher (K-5) with the Albuquerque Public Schools. The
majority of my 25 years of experience has been in elementary education.

Comments: The series does address the anchor standards 1 to 3: Creating. There is adequate instruction in learning about
rhythmic and a lot of patterns, notation, and performance skills.

Reviewer #: 60 Reviewer Background: I am a National Board Certified K-2 teacher holding a B-3 and K-8 license with a
TESOL endorsement. I have been teaching for 8 years including 6 years in a full inclusion classroom, 1 year in Kindergarten,
and 1 year in a family school in a multilevel K-2 classroom. I am currently taking classes to add a gifted endorsement to my
license and I provide support for other teachers to become National Board Certified Teachers.
Comments: I enjoyed that this text was online giving an engaging experience for students either on a promethean board,
projector, or individual computers. There was a mixture of music from different cultures and plenty of opportunity for
students to interact and create their own music. There are many support materials for teachers to assist them in planning
lessons that engage and support all learners including gifted and special needs students.

2018 Instructional Material Summer Review Institute
Grade K-12: Art Instructional Material

Review Team Appraisal of Title – K-12 Science Education
This information is provided for local school boards and governing authorities of charter schools to consider in their
selection process to meet the needs of their student population.
Text Title:
Course:
SE ISBN:
SW ISBN:

Silver Burdette Interactive Music Grade 3
Music
9781418263898

Publisher:
Grade Level:
TE ISBN:

Pearson Education, Inc.
3
9781418263898

SECTION 1 – NM Content Standards, Benchmarks and Performance Standards
Reviewer # and Section 1 Total: # 58 TOTAL100
# 59 TOTAL100 # 60 TOTAL 97
Average Score: 99
Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 1:
Lessons focus on student interaction and demonstrating proficiency of content standards. Music is often predetermined and
may not reflect student interests. Students learn to evaluate music and perform using various songs both student created
and teacher assigned.

Reviewer # and Section 2 Total:
Average Score: 83

SECTION 2 Publisher’s Criteria
# 58 TOTAL80
# 59 TOTAL85
# 60 TOTAL 85

Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 2:
Lessons use technology to help engage students in various interactive ways. The content provides opportunities for students
to apply skills across other content areas. The students could benefit from being reminded to revisit their previous learning
when new information is presented. Not all citations were aligned to the other criteria’s that music teachers may be looking
for. Teachers could benefit from specific ELL strategies that are labeled as ELL strategies in order to provide better support
for ELL learners.
Reviewer Comments
Reviewer #: 58 Reviewer Background: I am a k-8 teacher in Cochiti, New Mexico located on the Cochiti Pueblo. I have
been teaching for over seven years and enjoy aligning the new standards with the curriculums I teach. I also have a masters
of art in special education and enjoy coming up with hands-on activities that are tailored to the fine arts curriculum as well
as the needs of each individual students.
Comments: I thought that the music samples were great examples of diverse music for third grade students. The critical
thinking and interactive lessons throughout provide ample opportunities for students to learn music strategies and apply the
skills that they have learned. The opportunities for collaboration, improvisation and self-evaluation are spot-on, and really
adhere to Bloom’s higher levels.
Reviewer #: 59 Reviewer Background: I am an elementary teacher (K-5) with the Albuquerque Public Schools. The
majority of my 25 years of experience has been in elementary education.
Comments: The material in the 3rd grade edition covers the NCAS standards regarding beat, notation, timber, rhythm,
melodic ideas, and the fundamentals of music. It also addresses the improvisational skills that students can practice. The

more emotive aspects of music are also covered in the material. Students are guided to discuss the emotions, impressions
and moods that different composers from different genres of music generate in the listener. They also are guided to
recognize that the composer/creator begins with expressive ideas.
Reviewer #: 60 Reviewer Background: I am a National Board Certified K-2 teacher holding a B-3 and K-8 license with a
TESOL endorsement. I have been teaching for 8 years including 6 years in a full inclusion classroom, 1 year in Kindergarten,
and 1 year in a family school in a multilevel K-2 classroom. I am currently taking classes to add a gifted endorsement to my
license and I provide support for other teachers to become National Board Certified Teachers.
Comments: This curriculum has many visuals and interactive activities that are very engaging for young learners. Strategies
may be present for ELL but it would benefit teachers for those strategies to be labeled specifically in the teacher’s manual as
ELL strategies. Students would benefit from having connections to NM history so it would be helpful to have those
connections in the teacher’s manual. Students have many opportunities to create and share music with their peers and
various types of assessment are embedded in the curriculum.

2018 Instructional Material Summer Review Institute
Grade K-12: Art Instructional Material

Review Team Appraisal of Title – K-12 Science Education
This information is provided for local school boards and governing authorities of charter schools to consider in their
selection process to meet the needs of their student population.
Text Title:
Course:
SE ISBN:
SW ISBN:

Silver Burdette Interactive Music Grade 4
Music
9781418263904

Publisher:
Grade Level:
TE ISBN:

Pearson Education, Inc.
4
9781418263904

SECTION 1 – NM Content Standards, Benchmarks and Performance Standards
Reviewer # and Section 1 Total: # 58 TOTAL 97
# 59 TOTAL 94
#60 TOTAL 97
Average Score: 96
Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 1:
Lessons focus on student interaction and demonstrating proficiency of content standards. Music is often predetermined and
may not reflect student interests. Students learn to evaluate music and perform using various songs both student created
and teacher assigned.

Reviewer # and Section 2 Total:
Average Score: 88

SECTION 2 Publisher’s Criteria
# 58 TOTAL 88
# 59 TOTAL88
# 60 TOTAL 88

Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 2:
Lessons use technology to help engage students in various interactive ways. The content provides opportunities for students
to apply skills across other content areas. The students could benefit from being reminded to revisit their previous learning
when new information is presented. Teachers could benefit from specific ELL strategies that are labeled as ELL strategies in
order to provide better support for ELL learners.
Reviewer Comments
Reviewer #: 58 Reviewer Background: I am a k-8 teacher in Cochiti, New Mexico located on the Cochiti Pueblo. I have
been teaching for over seven years and enjoy aligning the new standards with the curriculums I teach. I also have a masters
of art in special education and enjoy coming up with hands-on activities that are tailored to the fine arts curriculum as well
as the needs of each individual students.
Comments: I thought that this material was a well-rounded music curriculum that adhered to New Mexico National Core Art
Standards. The material offered many different resources, interactive activities and diverse genres of music throughout.
Although this program was very diverse across many cultures, it did not grasp any New Mexico culture, as it referred to the
country of Mexico in the state of New Mexico citations. Overall, this text was good, it can be made to be more user-friendly,
but it did give students an authentic music experience, if used correctly.
Reviewer #: 59 Reviewer Background: I am an elementary teacher (K-5) with the Albuquerque Public Schools. The
majority of my 25 years of experience has been in elementary education.
Comments: This series does meet the NCAS (Music) for the mechanics and fundamentals of musical practice and music
appreciation. but when evaluating Anchor Standard 10: Connecting, the series is lacking. For example, in Section 1: Content
Standards, Benchmarks, and Performance Standards, Item 20 (MU: Cn10.0.4), students respond to three different periods of

music, Renaissance, Baroque, and Romantic and they recognize the differences in the styles of those three periods. There is
no mention of their own interests regarding those three styles.
Reviewer #: 60 Reviewer Background: I am a National Board Certified K-2 teacher holding a B-3 and K-8 license with a
TESOL endorsement. I have been teaching for 8 years including 6 years in a full inclusion classroom, 1 year in Kindergarten,
and 1 year in a family school in a multilevel K-2 classroom. I am currently taking classes to add a gifted endorsement to my
license and I provide support for other teachers to become National Board Certified Teachers.
Comments: I enjoyed that this curriculum offers many opportunities for students to interact with each other. Students
analyze and create music. Then they self-assess using both teacher and student created criteria. Though there are things
that are common to New Mexico, there are not true connections in the curriculum but a creative teacher can add to the
lessons to make those connections. ELL modifications are not specifically listed. Strategies such as color coding, visuals, and
vocabulary development through games and interactive activities support learning and differentiate instruction.

2018 Instructional Material Summer Review Institute
Grade K-12: Art Instructional Material

Review Team Appraisal of Title – K-12 Science Education
This information is provided for local school boards and governing authorities of charter schools to consider in their
selection process to meet the needs of their student population.
Text Title:
Course:
SE ISBN:
SW ISBN:

Silver Burdette Interactive Music Grade 5
Music
9781418263911

Publisher:
Grade Level:
TE ISBN:

Pearson Education, Inc.
5
9781418263911

SECTION 1 – NM Content Standards, Benchmarks and Performance Standards
Reviewer # and Section 1 Total: #55 TOTAL97%
#56 TOTAL97%
#57 TOTAL 98%
Average Score: 97
Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 1:
Extremely varied music resources engage students with high levels of thinking found across the National Core Art Standards,
including critical and creative individual and collaborative work.

Reviewer # and Section 2 Total:
Average Score: 87

SECTION 2 Publisher’s Criteria
#55 TOTAL92.3%
#56 TOTAL85
#57 TOTAL 85

Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 2:
Teacher resources provide substantial support including questioning and assessment strategies, enrichment, practice to
mastery, revisiting objectives, differentiation for advanced and remedial needs, and expectations for student responses,
verbal or musical. Diverse student resources in line with New Mexico standards for equity.
Reviewer Comments
Reviewer #: 55 Reviewer Background: Bachelors in Music and National Board Certified Teacher in Early/Middle
Childhood Art with 21 years of experience teaching art and gifted, Golden Apple Fellow, currently Gifted Education
Specialist.
Comments: This curriculum will be useful for both the beginning and experienced music teacher as it provides guidance for
comprehensive music pedagogy at 5th grade as well as up to date, varied, equitable, and interactive resources for exploring
music creatively and critically.
Reviewer #: 56 Reviewer Background: Visual Arts Teacher with 7 years of teaching experiences with a focus on AtRisk/High Risk students and communities. 2015 New Mexico High School Educator of the Year. 2015 New Mexico Art
Educator of the Year. University of New Mexico Art Education Dept. Adjunct Faculty. 10 years of experience teaching Guitar
to k-8th in Community Arts and 3 years of teaching High School Guitar.
Comments: Great program for building a year curriculum, lessons highly adaptable with various forms of assessment. Great
technology component and lots of material for student led assessment.
Reviewer #: 57 Reviewer Background: 19 years of experience teaching HS visual arts, with a concentration in
photography and graphic design, but have taught all visual arts media; BFA in Graphic Design, MA in Art Education, three
years on the board of the NM Art Education Association, Instructional Leader for Fine Arts/Electives for two years, 2012 NM
Art Teacher of the Year (NAEA)

Comments: Good program for a year-long program (adaptable to the teacher needs and to shorter courses as well); varied
activities and assessment and focus on standards. No support for ELL but some scaffolding suggestions are offered for
advanced and struggling students.

2018 Instructional Material Summer Review Institute
Grade K-12: Art Instructional Material

Review Team Appraisal of Title – K-12 Science Education
This information is provided for local school boards and governing authorities of charter schools to consider in their
selection process to meet the needs of their student population.
Text Title:
Course:
SE ISBN:
SW ISBN:

Silver Burdette Interactive Music Grade 6
Music
9781418263928

Publisher:
Grade Level:
TE ISBN:

Pearson Education, Inc.
6
9781418263928

SECTION 1 – NM Content Standards, Benchmarks and Performance Standards
Reviewer # and Section 1 Total: #61 TOTAL 97
#62 TOTAL 95
#63 TOTAL 97
Average Score:
Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 1:
Interactive Music-Grade 6- is very comprehensive in scope, taking students from the elements of music, leading to singing,
performing, listening, getting creative, and looking at careers in the arts. Lessons are designed so that students use diverse
learning styles-auditory, tactile and visual. Lesson plans build on previous acquired skills. Lessons have a continuous process
of review, reflection and extension. Opportunities are found throughout the curriculum for students to learn about music
and music culture around the world and across history as well as give students many chances to explore other arts
disciplines; dance, music theater, film, photography, music writing, poetry.
Musical ideas, music concepts, and music contrasts are part of the curriculum. Students are able to learn about music
through historical figures and music of other cultures.
Many activities allow for feedback from teachers and peers, and provide time for the process of self-reflection. Integrated
curriculum, and extended activities and enrichment are also found.

Reviewer # and Section 2 Total:
Average Score:

SECTION 2 Publisher’s Criteria
#61 TOTAL 92.31 #62 TOTAL 92.31 #63 TOTAL 92.31

Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 2:
There is a good focus on learning progression and diverse learning styles. Curriculum is grade appropriate and materials
include many resources for teacher guidance for using technology with students. Activities provide a variety of global and
cultural perspectives and finding reference to many historical figures in music across all genres. However, it focuses on
Mexican culture as representative of New Mexico. The importance of Native American culture in New Mexico is severely
lacking.
Using a variety of learning styles is put into many lessons, and differentiation for students with disabilities, learning
differences, and giftedness is addressed by having students in beginning, intermediate, and advanced.
Assessment is built in throughout.
Reviewer Comments
Reviewer #: 61 Reviewer Background: MA in Special Ed and BFA Fine Arts-Studio. Level 3 Dual license- Regular and
Special Education with endorsements in Art, Language Arts, Social Studies and Family Science. 25 years teaching experience
in Colorado, Texas and New Mexico. Exemplary rating by the state of New Mexico.

Comments: The curriculum has many good resources for teachers to give students a global look and historical perspective
of music in particular, and other arts disciplines.

Reviewer #: 62 Reviewer Background: : BA K-12 Music Education (choral track). 21 years experience (Grade 9-12).
Former PLC Team Leader. Co-curriculum writer for K-12 Music for Rio Rancho Public Schools. Textbook adoption leader in
2004.
Comments: The material presented in this series addresses key concepts that align with state and national standards. There
are many fine examples of cross curricular lessons within the arts disciplines. There are useful interactive links that
supplement the lesson and enhance student learning. Music examples from many different cultures are incorporated that
also contain relevant historical facts. Students are frequently presented with open ended questions that allow for higher
level critical thinking at all stages of their musical development. The lessons also provide opportunities to create and design
original work.

Reviewer #: 63 Reviewer Background: : I am a licensed level 3 Masters in Art Education teacher with 16 years
experience which began with Language Arts and I have an extensive background with bookstores.
Comments: The curriculum contains 6 units on the elements of music. Activities are based on songs. More info is available
on careers in arts, moving, reading and notating music, creating and there is an integrated curriculum. Assessments include
collaborative efforts and reflections are included. There is a lack support for ELL.

2018 Instructional Material Summer Review Institute
Grade K-12: Art Instructional Material

Review Team Appraisal of Title – K-12 Science Education
This information is provided for local school boards and governing authorities of charter schools to consider in their
selection process to meet the needs of their student population.
Text Title:
Course:
SE ISBN:
SW ISBN:

Silver Burdette Interactive Music Grade 7
Music
9781418263935

Publisher:
Grade Level:
TE ISBN:

Pearson Education, Inc.
7
9781418263935

SECTION 1 – NM Content Standards, Benchmarks and Performance Standards
1Reviewer # and Section 1 Total: #50 TOTAL 100%
. #51 TOTAL 97%
#49 TOTAL 100%
Average Score: 99%
Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 1:
Reviewer Team believes that the Pearson Music Curriculum meets the Content Standards. There is a search option in which
one can navigate online components. There are interactive activity packets with printable materials. Teacher Notes were
included in lessons with audio options and interactive learning and presentation options. There was a good assortment of
the Music of World Cultures (timed periods). The songs and music were age and grade appropriate.

Reviewer # and Section 2 Total:
Average Score: 87.18%

SECTION 2 Publisher’s Criteria
#50 TOTAL84.62% #51 TOTAL 84.62%

#49 TOTAL 92.31%

Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 2:
Reviewer Team saw the materials integrate technology in ways that engage students, are teacher friendly and support
student learning. There are songs from several different cultures.
Reviewer Comments
Reviewer #: 50 Reviewer Background: I am currently a public school teacher in her 24th year. I have taught Art along with
multiple grade level classrooms, an Instructional Coach for 7 years (supported adopting the current reading curriculum in
the State), and a National Board Certified Teacher in Literacy/Reading/Language Arts Early/Middle Childhood.
Comments: Thank you for this opportunity to review and evaluate this curriculum. Navigating the Curriculum online was
teacher-friendly, although, I felt at times, that I had to dig deeper into other areas of the “lesson” to find the
standards/occurrences. I did not find connections to New Mexico, rather to Mexico and other cultures that are also
important. If I am going to teach specific to my own state, I’d like to have access to the material and not have to go
searching for it elsewhere. (at least at this grade level-grade 7). National Standards were not listed anywhere that I could
see. I’d like to have those connected to these lessons for my own lesson planning. I appreciated the visuals and the links to
white board activities. I do feel that the ELL strategies were not explicit and need to be more geared to our ELLs. Hands-on,
manipulatives, etc. will be better suited for ELL students to gain a true understanding of the vocabulary or tasks at hand.
The music was good and easy to navigate and appropriate for this grade level.
Reviewer #: 51 Reviewer Background: I am currently a Music and Art teacher at a public elementary school. I have been
an educator for over 20 years and is a National Board Certified Teacher in Early/Middle Childhood Art.
Comments: Thank you for this opportunity to review and evaluate this curriculum. Activity packet and lessons were
provided in easily navigable format. The songs were age/grade appropriate. The interactive activities provided engaging
format for students, however, I feel there could be more scaffolding and support for the various needs for ELL students and

students with other learning styles. In addition, I would like to see New Mexico standards and culture, specifically
recognized with lessons that apply to the state.
Reviewer #: 49 Reviewer Background: I am currently an elementary performing arts teacher in my 14th year of teaching.
I am certified for Orff Level1 and has a BFA in theatre and dance.
Comments: Thank you for this opportunity to review and evaluate this curriculum. There were many collaborative projects
in which students would actively engage. However, in my opinion, the Orff lessons are not a true example of Orff pedagogy.
The assessment was strong and the curriculum was diverse, however still lacked New Mexico cultural representation.

612018 Instructional Material Summer Review Institute
Grade K-12: Art Instructional Material

Review Team Appraisal of Title – K-12 Science Education
This information is provided for local school boards and governing authorities of charter schools to consider in their
selection process to meet the needs of their student population.
Text Title:
Course:
SE ISBN:
SW ISBN:

Silver Burdette Interactive Music Grade 8
Music
9781418263942

Publisher:
Grade Level:
TE ISBN:

Pearson Education, Inc.
8
9781418263942

SECTION 1 – NM Content Standards, Benchmarks and Performance Standards
Reviewer # and Section 1 Total: #61 TOTAL 92
#62 TOTAL 92
#63 TOTAL 89
Average Score: 91
Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 1:
Interactive Music-Grade 8- is very comprehensive in scope, taking students from the elements of music, leading to singing,
performing, listening, get creative, and looking at careers. Using all learning style-auditory, tactile and visual. Lesson plans
are designed to build on previous acquired skills. Lessons have a continuous process of review, reflection and extension.
There are many opportunities for students to learn about music and music culture around the world and across history as
well as give students many chances to explore other arts disciplines; dance, music theater, film, photography.
Musical ideas, music concepts, and music contrasts are part of the curriculum. Students are able to explore their own
personal ideas in the activities and learn about music through historical figures and music of other cultures..
Many activities allow for feedback from teachers and peers, and provide time for the process of self-reflection. Integrated
curriculum, and extended activities and enrichment are also found.

Reviewer # and Section 2 Total:
Average Score: 88.46

SECTION 2 Publisher’s Criteria
#61 TOTAL 88.46
#62 TOTAL 88.46

#63 TOTAL88.46

Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 2:
There is a good focus on learning progression and learning styles. Curriculum is grade appropriate and materials include
many resources for teacher guidance for use of technology. Activities provide a variety of global and cultural perspectives.
However, it focuses on Mexican culture as representative of New Mexico. The importance of Native American culture in
New Mexico is severely lacking.
Different learning styles were addressed, and differentiation for students with disabilities is addressed through beginning,
intermediate, and advanced for students with learning difficulties to gifted.
Assessment is built in throughout.

Reviewer Comments
Reviewer #: 61 Reviewer Background: MA in Special Ed and BFA Fine Arts-Studio. Level 3 Dual license- Regular and
Special Education with endorsements in Art, Language Arts, Social Studies and Family Science. 25 years teaching experience
in Colorado, Texas and New Mexico. Exemplary rating by the state of New Mexico.
Comments: Very good scope and sequence and lots of global learning. Thorough assessment and self- evaluation was seen
at every level of learning.
Reviewer #: 62 Reviewer Background: BA K-12 Music Education (choral track). 21 years of experience (Grade 9-12).
Former PLC Team Leader. Co-curriculum writer for K-12 Music for Rio Rancho Public Schools. Textbook adoption leader in
2004.
Comments: The material presented in this series does address key concepts that align with the NCAS. There are many fine
examples of cross-curricular lessons within the fine arts disciplines. Students are frequently presented with open-ended
questions that allow for higher level critical thinking at all stages of their musical development.
Reviewer #: 63 Reviewer Background: : I am a licensed level 3 Masters in Art Education teacher with 16 years
experience which began with Language Arts and I have an extensive background with bookstores.
Comments: The teacher notes include scripts and assessments; however, the notes are very extensive.
Tips for teachers are full of resources which include classroom management. Six units cover elements of music, singing,
performing, listening, and getting creative.

